
Quick Lock Frames 
Pop-on Frame Covers

If you’re looking for an easy-to-assemble digital display that will help reduce your install time, Cirrus is the perfect choice. Our unique Quick Locking 
Frames are designed to align modules perfectly and reduce panel gaps, so you can get your display up and running faster than ever. Add snap-on 
frame covers that keep bugs and critters out of your displays and provide a clean, finished look to complete your installation. No tools are required 
for assembly - making it a quick and easy process. With our Quick Locking Frames and Pop-on Frame Covers, you’ll be able to achieve a 80% faster 
assembly time, so you can move on to your next project quickly and easily.

Plus, our frames are made from durable materials that will withstand the elements, ensuring your display looks great for years to come, keeping your 
customers happy.

Easier than ever installation save time, money, and resources

REDUCED INSTALLATION TIME

Our new frames reduce installation time by 80% making it easy to 
install more signs every day.

POP-ON FRAME COVERS

Finishing touches are a snap; keep critters out with our perfect-fit 
frame covers.

TOOL-FREE FRAME SET-UP

No tools are needed, just quick lock the frames together and you’re 
ready to mount the display.

ELIMINATE PANEL GAP

A display that looks amazing with no gaps, no fussy alignment.

What this means for you

When you can install our product in a tenth of the time, you can get a display up and running for a customer in no time. With quick-lock alignment, the 
display looks perfect from the start with no panel gaps creating perfect images every time. And with our snap-on frame covers finishing is easy for that 
polished seamless look! 
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